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Introduction

COMBIVIS 6 contains several wizards, which make the parameterization of KEB-devices much easier. One of these wizards is the Motor-Wizard for COMBIVERT H6. The usage of this wizard will be described in this document.
Getting started
How do you get the wizard started?
At first you will need a COMBIVIS 6 project with a H6 Drive Unit in it.
To achieve this, you may either create a new project with the KEB-project-wizard, which performs an automatic device-scan or create an empty project and the device manually.

Project wizard
To create a new project with the project-wizard, select “New project” from the menu, “KEB project wizard”, enter a name for the project and click “OK”.

Now the device-scan starts with the settings, which are pre-configured in the options.
You may also interrupt the device-scan and enter new search-settings during the scan. After the online H6 device was found, select the devices you want to have in the project and click “Add selected devices” (this happens automatically, if you did not interrupt the device-scan before).

Now the project is created and the H6 device is available in the device-tree. The green connector indicates, that the device is online. The H6 drive-unit also has a “Start-Up”-wizard below itself in the device-tree:

Add device manually
To add the device manually, select “New project” from the menu, “Empty project”, add a name for the project and click “OK. Of course you can also open an already existing project. Now you can either perform a device-scan just like in chapter 2.1, or add a device manually. To perform a device-scan select “KEB device-scan” from the context-menu of the device-tree or in the toolbar:
To find the device, configure the scanner and perform as described in chapter 2.1.

To add an H6 drive unit manually, select “Add KEB-Device” from the context-menu of the device-tree or in the toolbar:

![Add KEB-Device](image)

Now a dialogue opens, which helps you to add a parameterizable KEB-Device to the project:

![New parameterizable device](image)

In this dialogue you can select the type of the device you want to add to the project. If you want to add a device, which is already connected to your computer, select “Online”, enter the communication parameters and click “Test communication” to check if the device is available.
After you did the correct settings, click “Create new device” and assign a name for the device. Now the device is added to the project-tree. If you used the dialogue in “Online”-mode, the green connector indicates that the device is online. The H6 drive-unit also has a so-called “start-up” wizard below itself in the device-tree.
Motor-Configuration
To open the motor-wizard, double click on the “Start-Up”-object in the project-tree. An editor with several wizards appears. To access a certain wizard, click on the corresponding Icon.

Configuration for KEB-Motor
If you are using a motor from KEB, you can do the configuration the easiest way by just selecting your motor from the KEB database.
Use the

Or

to open the KEB database:
In the database-dialogue you can select your motor from a list of available motors. Double click on a motor or select it and click “OK” to confirm the selection. After a motor was selected, the relevant data of the motor is automatically inserted in the display of the wizard.

**Configuration for arbitrary motor**

**Type plate**

If you are using a motor, which is not available in the database, you can enter the motor-data manually. On the first page of the wizard you can select the type of the motor (synchronous / asynchronous) and enter the type-plate data.
ECD
On the second page the Equivalent Circuit Diagram for the selected motor-type is displayed. Use this page to enter detailed data from the motor-data-sheet:
Caution! If you are configuring an asynchronous motor, please pay attention to the notes, that are displayed in the wizard, regarding the input-mode. (E.g. if the data-sheet-values are listed for Y(Star)-coupling, this input-mode should also be selected in the wizard).

The values in the inverter are always U-V (phase) - values. This means, only if the 3rd option is selected as input-mode, the values in the ECD equal the parameter-values in the inverter. If another option is selected, the parameter-values are calculated from the entered values.
**Expert settings**

For advanced settings and to check the parameters, that will finally be written into the inverter, you may use the third page of the wizard ("Expert settings"). Also settings regarding the motors temperature-sensor and magnetising current can be made here.

**Note:** Some parameter-values on the page “Expert settings” are declared in ‘%’. These parameter-values are always depending on a reference-parameter. For example the magnetising current or max. current are declared in % of the rated current, the max. torque is declared in % of the rated torque, the sigma-inductances are declared in % of the head-inductance and so on.
Download to device

The wizard provides three different methods to download the configured motor-data into the device:

- Direct download
- Combined download (with other wizard's configurations)
- Combined parameterlist for later download

**Direct download**

To download the configured motor-data directly into the device, select “Download” from the wizard's tool-menu:

![Download option in tool-menu]

The configured data will immediately be downloaded to the device and after successful completion of the download the wizard indicates, that it's data is equal to the data in the device:

![Data is equal to inverter settings]
Combined download / Parameterlist

To combine your motor-data with the configured data of other wizards, select “Overview”:

On the overview-page you can select the configurations, which should be included in your download:

After this, you have three options at the bottom of the Overview-page:

- **Create parameterlist**: Creates a parameterlist with the configured parameter-values and adds it to the project. You can download this list, whenever you want.

- **Save as file**: Allows you to save the configuration as an external parameterlist file, which can be imported in this or other projects

- **Direct download**: Downloads the configured parameter-values of all selected wizards immediately to the device
Disclaimer

KEB Automation KG reserves the right to change/adapt specifications and technical data without prior notification. The safety and warning reference specified in this manual is not exhaustive. Although the manual and the information contained in it is made with care, KEB does not accept responsibility for misprint or other errors or resulting damages. The marks and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of the respective title owners.

The information contained in the technical documentation, as well as any user-specific advice in verbal or in written form are made to the best of our knowledge and information about the application. However, they are considered for information only without responsibility. This also applies to any violation of industrial property rights of a third-party.

Inspection of our units in view of their suitability for the intended use must be done generally by the user. Inspections are particularly necessary, if changes are executed, which serve for the further development or adaption of our products to the applications (hardware, software or download lists). Inspections must be repeated completely, even if only parts of hardware, software or download lists are modified.

Application and use of our units in the target products is outside of our control and therefore lies exclusively in the area of responsibility of the user.
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